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Guidelines for the students regarding Improvement Exam:
1. The Improvement Exam will be held online through Google Classroom:
RTU B.Tech VI, IV and II Semester Back / ReBack Improvement Exam from
13th to 17th August, 2020.
2. All the Exams will be open book. The duration of question paper would be 90
Minutes. Time duration should be strictly followed by students. Exam time
durations have been mentioned in Time table separately. An Additional 15
minutes shall be given to students for uploading the answer sheet(Written in
his/her own hand writing with name, class, subject, roll number and Question
paper Set code on each paper of answer sheet) in PDF format on Google
Classroom.
3. The answer-sheets uploaded after the specified time duration shall be rejected and
not be evaluated by the examiner.
4. It is an open book exam and the student is permitted to use any relevant study
material (books/notes) for answering the question paper within the specified time
duration.
5. Question paper would be of 50 marks (which will be scaled down to required
marks).
6. The pattern of the question would be descriptive type with no internal choice.
7. Each student must write their Roll Number, Name and Subject with code and
Paper Set code in each paper of answer sheet.
8. Each student must submit their answer sheet on Google Classroom in PDF
format.
9. After the submission of scanned answer sheet, keep it safely because students
need to submit hard copy of answer sheets in examination cell after the lockdown
is over and normal working is restored.
10. All the rules of RTU will be followed.
11. In case of any problem during the examination, immediately contact to respective
HODs. Further students may also contact to following:
Mr. O. P. Suthar: 9636921614,

Mr. Dharmendra Jain: 9413132814

